Beauty that
lasts and lasts
YOU R C A R E
A N D WA R R A N T Y G U I D E
Please keep in a safe place

Thank you
For choosing etherium® by E-Stone surfaces
from Granite and TREND Transformations®,
now better than ever with 24/7 built-in
Microban® antimicrobial protection.

We pride ourselves on providing

Designed to last, etherium® by E-Stone

affordable luxury surfaces for all kinds

surfaces come with a 10 year warranty

of finishes around your home – from

to give you extra protection and peace

beautiful kitchen worktops and

of mind.

stunning splashbacks to stylish shower
surrounds and bath panels. Our products

We want you to enjoy your etherium®

also add wonder to walls, take flooring

by E-Stone surfaces for years to come

to a new level and give shelving a

and have produced this handy booklet

subtle twist.

to help you keep them looking their
best. With a little care and minimal

We use only the highest quality, natural

regular attention, they will literally last

materials and our own trained fitters

you a lifetime.

to ensure first-class workmanship and

etherium® by E-Stone luxury surfaces combine
the natural beauty of materials like quartz and
granite, porcelain and recycled glass with a
small amount of polymer to create a superior,
highly polished and durable finish that is non-

total satisfaction every time. Every job

porous and designed to withstand the rigours

is made to order and built to last.

of modern living.
While our materials are made to withstand
tough treatment and realistic demands, a few
simple precautions will help keep their sparkle
and avoid any accidental or lasting damage.
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Worktops

Hot pans

that dramatically exceed normal heat

etherium® by E-Stone surfaces are not

resistance levels and could cause serious

only tough, they’re highly resistant to

scorching or irreparable damage.

heat, making them an ideal choice for

Care and
maintenance

busy kitchen work surfaces. However,

Mother-of-pearl finishes

the same simple common sense rules

(Special instructions for the care of Perla Bianca,
Perla Di Sabbia and Royal Ivory surfaces).

you would normally use apply when it
comes to handling hot pots and pans.

These products contain natural motherof-pearl and shell which provide them

Their unique structure makes

For really stubborn stains that won’t

etherium® by E-Stone surfaces

shift with normal cleaning, use an

super-hygienic and highly resistant to

ordinary cloth and diluted liquid bleach,

everyday marks, scuffs and scratches.

making sure you rinse the surface

You can cut and prepare food directly

thoroughly with clean water afterwards.

on our worktops quite safely, but for
repeated or heavy-duty use, we do

For accidental spills of harsh chemicals

recommend using a separate chopping

(such as paint stripper, oven cleaner or

board to avoid any chance of damaging

nail varnish remover) rinse the surface

the surface. Similarly, it’s also best to

liberally with soapy water and wash off

avoid dragging heavy, rough-based pans

thoroughly.

across the surface whenever possible.
Hard knocks
Spills and stains

etherium® by E-Stone surfaces are built

etherium® by E-Stone surfaces are

to take the rough with the smooth. The

resistant to staining from most common

diamond-polished finish may look and

household foods and liquids; however,

feel as smooth as glass, but it’s tough

light-coloured finishes are more at risk

enough to resist everyday impacts from

from substances like tea, coffee and red

heavy pans and cast iron cookware. In

wine and need a little extra care.

fact, they’re tested to withstand the

Always avoid placing cookware

with a stunning visual effect and unique

straight from the oven or hob directly

appearance. However, extra care should

onto the surface.

be taken as pieces of pearl or shell are
more vulnerable where they meet the
surface, making them easily susceptible

Allow pans to cool first, or use trivets or

to staining and abrasion.

heat protection pads to avoid burning
or scorching the surface. Special care
should also be taken with ovenproof

These surfaces can also react adversely

glass and cast-iron cookware, which

to vinegar, citric and other acids, with

retains its heat longer than normal pans.

over-exposure diminishing surface

Similarly, surfaces should not be exposed

quality and affecting your warranty.

to naked flames and hot fat and oil spills
should be removed immediately.

Otherwise, treat them the same way as
other etherium® by E-Stone surfaces

Extra care should also be taken when

and take special care to ensure that any

using induction and ceramic hobs,

spillage of vinegar or citrus fruit juices

both of which generate extremely high

are wiped off immediately with soapy

temperatures in the base of the utensil

water and a clean, damp cloth.

impact of a bowling ball from a height
Sustained contact with certain

of 3ft without damage, so should

chemicals, such as solvents, acetone,

be able to cope with even the most

acid or alkaline products can also cause

heavy-handed cook! Even so, edges are

damage. Lemon juice should also be

naturally vulnerable to sharp impacts

avoided. To avoid any possibility of

and can chip if struck hard. Please take

marking, ensure all spills are wiped clean

extra care when handling or storing

at the earliest opportunity.

heavy cookware.
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CAUTION
Never use limescale
removers, lemon
detergents or calcium
carbonate cleaners on
these products as they
will dissolve the shells.
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Doors

Temperature and humidity

doors are positioned next to ovens that

With the correct care, your vinyl doors

do not have factory-fitted deflectors.

will give you years of trouble-free

Care and
maintenance

service. As with all timber-based

When cooking and washing, try to

items however, they can be adversely

ensure there is adequate ventilation.

affected by excessive damp or heat.

Where possible, dryers should be
vented to the outside to avoid excessive

Try to avoid using appliances that

humidity in the kitchen. Excessive

generate high levels of heat or
Your replacement kitchen doors are

Do not allow excess water to remain on

made from the finest materials and are

door surfaces for any length of time.

designed to give years of satisfaction.

Never use abrasive or solvent cleaners

To help maintain their high quality

as these could cause lasting damage to

finish and appearance, we recommend

the surface.

following these simple guidelines.

changes in temperature and humidity

concentrated steam (such as a toaster,

should be avoided as much as possible.

kettle or pressure cooker) directly
underneath or adjacent to vinyl-

Glass doors

wrapped doors.

Regular cleaning with a non-abrasive
window cleaner will keep the glass clear

To prevent heat damage to vinyl-

and smear-free. For everyday cleaning

wrap doors, we strongly advise that
Vinyl-wrap and hi-gloss doors

extractors are always used above

Timbergrain doors

Occasional marks can be removed with

working hobs and ignited gas jets are

Each door has characteristic variations

a soft, damp cloth, warm water and a

never used without pans placed over

in grain and colour and should be cared

very mild detergent. Moisture will not

them. In addition, heat deflectors

for in the same way as any piece of fine

harm the surface of these doors, but to

should be used wherever vinyl-wrap

furniture. In most cases, they should

protect them fully, always wipe away

simply be cleaned with a slightly damp

any spillage immediately. Do not allow

cloth to help preserve the beauty of

water runs to remain unattended on

the wood. A good quality wax furniture

the surface.

of doors and surfaces, we recommend
the e-cloth system (see page 11).

CAUTION
We will not accept
responsibility for heat
damaged vinyl-wrap
doors if the
aforementioned
preventative measures
have not been taken.

polish can also be applied on occasion to
enhance their natural beauty.

To clean stubborn marks on door
surfaces, use a damp, not wet, soft,

Persistent marks can be removed by first

clean cloth and warm soapy water, then

using a very mild solution of water and

dry off immediately with a soft dry cloth.

non-abrasive household detergent or
applying sugar soap, which is particularly

Never use harsh scouring powders

good for removing grease. Once the mark

or solvents, as they will damage the

has been removed, the area should then

surface.

be wiped over with a soft, damp cloth
to remove any excess, then finally dried
This is door care
and maintenance only.
Please see separate supplier
warranty for your doors.

with a soft, clean cloth.
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Door Hinges

Our promise

Adjustment

All hinges fitted to Granite and TREND

Side to Side Adjustment

Transformations® doors are ‘BLUM‘ brand.

Using a Phillips (cross head) screwdriver,

They are a High-Quality hinge. Hinges may

turn the adjustment screw clockwise and

require adjustment at some point in time.

counter clockwise to move the door–the

Hinge adjustment is not covered under our

direction of turn and its effect is dependent

warranty, but adjustment is simple and easy.

on which˝the side
of the door the
hinge is attached.

Height Adjustment
This adjustment involves two screws, one
to the top and one to the bottom of the
clip plate. Loosen the screws slightly and

On a door with a RIGHT-SIDE HINGE:

then lift or lower the door until it is in the

• T
 urn the screw CLOCKWISE to move the

position you want.

door to the RIGHT

Re-tighten the

• T
 urn the screw COUNTER CLOCKWISE to

screws to secure

move the door to the LEFT

the door.

With a little care and proper attention

For example, white quartz-based

there is no reason why your surface

particles may appear in predominantly

can’t last a lifetime and keep it’s

black slabs, while darker stone

luxurious appearance.

fragments can appear in light-coloured
sheets. This is a natural feature of our

If our product should fail due to

distinctive manufacturing process and

a manufacturing fault or defect

part of the product’s unique appearance.

occurring during the 10-year warranty,
we promise to repair or replace it

Recycled glass

completely free of charge, providing all

Our unique ‘green’ range contains

necessary care has been taken.

post-consumer recycled glass, giving it
a distinctive appearance. Before fitting,

Colour and joins

while the material is still flexible, minute

Our products are made from natural and

fragments of glass can break away and

recycled materials and some variation in

leave a very slight depression in the

colour and content must be expected.

surface. This does not affect the overall

Whilst we will do everything we can to

appearance and will not recur once the

keep any joins discreet and unobtrusive,

surface is firmly fitted in place. It also has

by bonding, waterproofing and colour

no impact on the integrity and strength

matching them as closely as possible, we

of the product, or your 10-year warranty.

cannot guarantee a perfect ‘invisible’ join.
On a door with a LEFT-SIDE HINGE
• T
 urn the screw CLOCKWISE to move the

Depth Adjustment

door to the LEFT

Use this screw to adjust how far out or

• T
 urn the screw COUNTER CLOCKWISE to

in the doors are in comparison to your

move the door to the RIGHT

cabinet and to the other cabinet doors

Colour specification
Because etherium® by E-Stone surfaces
contain natural and /or recycled materials,
some variation in particle size is to be
expected. This is quite normal and is not

and drawers surrounding it. Loosen the

considered a product fault or defect.

screw and manually push or pull the door to

Granite and TREND Transformations® can

adjust it. Re-tighten

organise for one of our qualified tradesmen

the screw when

to make the adjustments for you, however

It’s not unusual to find the occasional

the door is in the

there is a charge for this service. Please

‘foreign’ coloured stone within our

position you want.

contact us for further information.

products.
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Appliances and fittings
Appliances and fittings

For general cleaning
For general cleaning
just add water!

just add water!

A complete
fi t tA
i ncomplete
g service

fitting service

We provide a complete fitting service
We provide
a complete
service
including
plumbing,
gas fitting
and electrical

Warranty exclusions
Warranty
exclusions
The
following
exclusions apply in all

including plumbing,
and electrical
connections.
All workgas
is carried
out to
connections.
All
work
is
carried
outGas
the highest standards by qualified

The following
exclusions
in all
cases.
Please consult
your apply
warranty
cases.
Please
consult
your
warranty
certificate attached, or visit our website

to the
highest
standards by qualified
Safe
and
government-approved
scheme
Gas Safe engineers.
and government-approved
electrical
Please note

certificate
within this booklet for
at
granitetransformations.co.uk
for
furtherdetails.
details.
further

scheme electrical
engineers.
Please
however,
that we do
not accept
note
however,
that
we
do
not
accept
responsibility for cost relating to
the

•• I mproper
Improperuse,
use,unauthorised
unauthorisedrepair,
repair,

responsibility
for cost
relating
to the
provision
of services
such
as water,
provision
of services
such
water,
waste,
electricity
or gas,
oras
updating

•• F
tocomply
complywith
withUse
Useand
andCare
 Failure
ailure to

physicalabuse
abuseor
ordeliberate
deliberatebreakage
breakage
physical

waste,
electricity
or gas, or
such
pipework
or services
toupdating
bring them
such
pipework
or
services
to
bring them
into line with current regulations.

Care instructions
instructions
•• F
ofsubstrate,
substrate,ﬁnishing
ﬁnishingor
or
 Failure
ailure of

into line with current regulations.

Granite Transformations surfaces are easy
etherium® by E-Stone surfaces are easy
to clean and maintain. A simple wipe over
to clean and maintain. A simple wipe
every day will help to remove any residue
over every day will help to remove any
and keep bacteria at bay, while a thorough
residue and keep bacteria at bay, while a
clean once a week will ensure they keep
thorough clean once a week will ensure
on looking their best.
they keep on looking their best.

We recommend using the e-cloth
We recommend using the e-cloth
system, which eliminates the need for
system, which eliminates the need for
harsh cleaning agents, detergents and
harsh cleaning agents, detergents and
chemicals, producing brilliant results
chemicals, producing brilliant results with
with nothing more than water.
nothing more than water.
e-cloth kits are available from all
e-cloth kits are available from all Granite
Granite Transformations showrooms.
or TREND Transformations® showrooms.

maintenanceaccessories
accessories
maintenance
•• F
ofseams
seamsor
orjoints
joints
 Failure
ailure of
•• N
variationsin
incolour
colourand pattern
 Natural
atural variations

CAUTION

pattern by third parties
• W
 and
orkmanship

CAUTION

• Workmanship by third parties

Similarly, we cannot accept

What to do if you have a problem
What
toyou
do if
you have any
a problem
Should
experience
problems,
Should
you
experience
any
please contact the Graniteproblems,
or TREND

responsibility for making-good
Similarly,
we cannot
accept
plumbing,
pipework
or fixtures
that
responsibility
forthrough
making-good
have
become faulty
normal
plumbing, pipework or fixtures that
wear or inferior workmanship by
have become faulty through normal
other contractors. Should we
wear or inferior workmanship
discover
or worn-out
by otherfaulty
contractors.
Should

please
contact the Granite
Transformations®
showroom that carried
Transformations
showroom
carried
out the installation
directly.that
They
will
out
the installation
directly.
do their
best to resolve
theThey
issuewill
asdo
their
best
to
resolve
the
issue
as
quickly
quickly and satisfactorily as possible.

and
as possible.
Any
faults or
Anysatisfactorily
faults or claims
should be
notified
claims
beofnotified
withinor
14from
days of
withinshould
14 days
occurrence,

plumbing,
pipework
oror
fixtures,
this
we discover
faulty
worn-out
plumbing,
pipework
or fixtures,
will
be pointed
out to you
and we
this
will
be
pointed
out
to
will do our best to resolveyou
anyand

occurrence,
or from
when
should have
when it should
have
beenitapparent
on
been
apparent
on
reasonable
inspection.
reasonable inspection.

we will do our best to resolve any
problems within reason.
problems within reason.

Please
Please call
call your
your local
local showroom
showroom.
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Care and Maintenance

Care and Maintenance (Recycled Glass Products specifically)
We are fully committed to increasing our range of environmentally-friendly materials and have developed
our recycled range specifically for this purpose. Using a high percentage of post-consumer recycled glass,
this range can be slightly more susceptible to marking and some extra care should be taken.

IMPORTANT: Please register online to activate your Warranty. See back cover for details.

Care and Maintenance of Product
We are delighted to welcome you as a new Granite & TREND Transformations® customer.
Below are our recommended care instructions for your Granite & TREND Transformations® installation.

Dropping heavy objects directly onto the surface or placing them down hard should be avoided in particular.
Please note that glass may look cracked or shattered as part of the product’s unique appearance and that
this does not compromise the integrity of the surface.
IMPORTANT PRODUCT INFORMATION
Please note that the following list of Description, Colour Specification, Natural Stone/Glass features and
Samples qualifications are intended to be examples only and are not exhaustive. Any queries that you may

Everyday Cleaning
All etherium® by E-Stone surfaces have been polished with diamond polishing equipment. Simply wipe over
daily using our recommended e-cloth system. Clean surface with a damp e-cloth (thick) then buff to a high
lustre with the Polishing Cloth (thin). Granite & TREND Transformations® recommends that you follow the
manufacturer’s instructions and wash your e-cloths regularly for best results. Made from a special mix of
polyester and polyamide fibres, these cloths are so effective that all you need is water to keep your surfaces
sparkling clean and bacteria-free. Do not use scourers, steel wool products, abrasive and/or lemon cleaners.
For really tough marks or stains, use an ordinary cloth and diluted liquid bleach, making sure you wash it off
immediately.

have should be raised with Rocksolid Granit (Europe) Ltd before your return of Quotation and receipt of
Order Confirmation.
Description
The etherium® by E-Stone range of products is engineered from quarried natural and recycled materials,
including granite, stone, marble, quartz and natural mother-of-pearl shell, as well as glass and porcelain,
which are all compressed into graduated-size pieces and mixed with specially formulated polymers. Each
surface is individually formed on a reinforced mat, fired and then polished to form a deep, lustrous shine.
The etherium® by E-Stone range may contain fine surface swirls/buffer marks as a result of the polishing
process, although these may only be visible under certain light. The finished surface is heat, scratch, stain

Stain Resistance
etherium® by E-Stone surfaces are stain resistant to most common household food and liquid products,
however spillages such as wines and acidic substances (e.g. vinegar, lemon juice) should be wiped clean
as soon as possible, especially on light colours. It is not recommended to leave food and liquid spills and/or
damp utensils overnight. Chemicals such as solvents, acetone, acid or alkaline products can cause damage.
Scratch Resistance
etherium® by E-Stone surfaces are scratch resistant but as with any high-shine surface, care should be
taken. We recommend use of a chopping board.

and impact resistant. This is referred to in the Terms and Conditions of Sale.
Colour Specification
Because the etherium® by E-Stone range is made up almost totally of natural or recycled material, some
variation in stone/glass colour and particle size is to be expected. This is quite normal and is not considered
a product fault or defect. Foreign coloured stones may also feature in our products primarily due to the
different mineral make-up of rock deposits, all of which have their own unique colouration and texture. For
example, it is not an unusual occurrence to find a quartz-based particle (white inclusion) in a predominantly
black slab. Nor is it unusual to find darker coloured stones (brown/black) in a lighter coloured slab (white/

Heat Resistance
etherium® by E-Stone surfaces are heat resistant and hot pans can be placed directly onto the surface for a
short period of time. However, prolonged exposure to heat may cause damage and we strongly recommend
the use of heat pads or trivets. Exposure to naked flame may also cause damage and care should be
exercised if spillage should occur with hot fat or oils, which should be removed as soon as possible.
Care and Maintenance (Perla Di Sabbia, Perla Bianca and Royal Ivory specifically)
These unique products combine These unique products contain pieces of natural mother-of-pearl shell,
which provide them with a stunning effective and unique appearance. Shell colour and dispersal can
vary between individual sheets. Because shell is formed from calcium carbonate and is softer than the
composite sheet, the embedded areas can be susceptible to staining, abrasion by harder compounds and
can react to vinegar, citric and other acids. Over-exposure or abuse of these substances can diminish the
surface quality and affect the original purchaser’s warranty. As with any boutique solid surface product,
we advise that all Perla products be looked after in the same way as other etherium™ by E-Stone surfaces.

cream). This is referred to in the Terms and Conditions of Sale.
Natural Stone/Glass Features
During the natural formation of granite and quartz, tiny air pockets/pores are trapped in the stone. Similarly,
when industrial glass is created under extreme furnace conditions, the same air pocketing may occur. These
will vary to a greater or lesser extent throughout the etherium® by E-Stone range because our products
comprise of stone and/or glass and because we have no control over their innate features. This is referred
to in the Terms and Conditions of Sale.
Samples
We have no control over the inherent features of either stone (granite/quartzite) or recycled glass/
porcelain. Displays and samples are provided as an indication only, batch variations will occur. It is impossible
to continually provide current samples of the variations in materials. This is referred to in the Terms and
Conditions of Sale.

In addition to our Care of Product advice above, any spillage of vinegar or citrus fruit juice on the surface
should be immediately wiped off with soapy water and a clean, damp cloth. Do not use limescale remover,
detergents containing citric acid (lemon) or calcium cleaners as these products will dissolve the shells.
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10 Year Limited Material Warranty

7) Caused by or a result of colour and/or textural and/or equivalent variation (including without
limitation variation from one adjoining sheet to another; and/or variation through joins; and/or unique
colourisation and/or texture and/or air pockets and/or pores; and/or fine swirls and/or buff marks)
which may occur outside the control of the company;

IMPORTANT: It is essential that you activate your Warranty within 14 days installation.
Failure to do so will make any claim null and void.

8) Not notified to the company before the original owner of the product ceases to own the premises.
9) Caused by your failure to follow company approved instructions including without limitation
relating to preparation of surfaces or subjection of such surfaces to workmanship by third parties or
as detailed overleaf in the Care Maintenance and Product Information Guide which is incorporated into
and forms part of this warranty;

etherium® by E-Stone, granite, recycled glass & porcelain including the Trascenda™ collection
This warranty does not confer any rights other than those expressly set out below and does not cover
any claims for consequential loss or damage. This warranty gives the purchaser conditional specific legal
rights and is offered as an extra benefit and does not affect your statutory rights. Other rights may also be
available which may vary from country to country.

10) Caused by weakening or cracking where drainer grooves have been cut into the product thereby
invalidating this warranty.
(C) While some customers may opt to have the product installed in outdoor applications, this use is not
covered by this 10 Year Limited Material Warranty. In addition, product generally and the Trascenda™
line of product specifically, should not be exposed to direct sunlight or prolonged exposure to indirect
sunlight as fading may occur depending on amount of and location of exposure of the product. This 10
Year Limited Material Warranty does not cover any fading or discolouration due to prolonged exposure
to UV ray or sunlight.

Except where any additional benefits are provided as set out below, in the event of a conflict between this
warranty and the terms and conditions relating to the supply of the product and/or services to which the
warranty applies the terms and conditions will prevail.
The legal and beneficial ownership of product shall revert to the company upon any replacement of the
product whereupon the legal and beneficial ownership of the replacement product shall vest in you.
What this warranty covers, how it applies to the product and is invalidated is set out below. This warranty
accrues to the original owner of the product and IS NOT TRANSFERABLE TO SUBSEQUENT OWNERS OF
THE PRODUCT.

(D) This warranty applies only to product:
1) For which the contract price and VAT or other tax (if any due) is paid in full;
2) Which fails due to a manufacturing defect;
3) Which does not comply with the agreed specification due to defects in the product;
4) Which has not been moved from its original place of installation;
5) And for the avoidance of doubt does not cover defects or damage arising from or related to
installation of the product.
(E) The company’s obligation hereunder is limited solely to the repair or replacement of product purchased
hereunder, including necessary labour charges. No implied or express warranty or merchantability or
fitness for a particular purpose is granted by this warranty except as expressly stated herein. Except
as provided herein, the company shall not be liable in either tort or contract for any loss or direct,
consequential or incidental damages arising out of the use or inability to use the product residentially

(A) T
 REND USA Ltd (‘company’) warrants to the original purchaser of the company’s product for residential

or commercially hereunder.

or commercial use that the company will at any time after installation or performance and without
charge:
(B) 1) At its option, repair or replace product, if it fails due to a company manufacturing damage or defect
occurring at any time throughout the life of the product subject to the terms of this warranty.
This warranty will be invalidated by and does not cover damage or defect or perceived defect:
1) Caused by your improper use of product or subjection of product to unauthorised repair;
2) Caused by any work carried out which is not provided for in any order confirmation received from
your local Granite & TREND licensee;
3) Caused by your failure to comply with instructions as to use and care of the product;
4) Not notified by you within 14 days from the date on which such damage should have been apparent
on reasonable inspection by you;

Any questions under this warranty should be addressed to the company’s local product intermediary:
Rocksolid Granit (Europe) Ltd,
Unit 28 Decimus Park, Kingstanding Way, Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN2 3GP UK
Tel. +44 (0) 1892 509 680

Fax. +44 (0) 1892 527 895

trend-group.com

Manufacturer and Warrantor:
E Stone USA Corporation part of the TREND Group, 8041 Haywood Taylor Blvd, Sebring, FL 33870 USA
Tel. 001 305 593 6072

Fax. 001 305 593 6075

info-gb@trend-transformations.co.uk

5) Caused by physical abuse or breakage not due to a company defect in the manufacturing of the
material;
6) Caused by failure of any substrate, adhesive, caulk, silicon or other finishing or maintenance
accessories, or failure of any caulked, siliconed or filled joint or seam;
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IMPORTANT: Please register online to activate your Warranty. See back cover for details.
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IMPORTANT
Please register online to activate your warranty
and receive your unique warranty code
Please keep this document in a safe place for future reference.
To activate your warranty please visit
granitetransformations.co.uk/yourwarranty or trend-transformations.co.uk/yourwarranty
Once you have registered your warranty online you will be allocated a unique warranty code.
A copy of the code will be emailed to you but please write this in the box below for your reference.
Unique Warranty Code:
If you are unable to register your warranty online please call our warranty activation line
on 0330 022 5940 and once we have received your activation we will send you out your warranty code.

granitetransformations.co.uk
trend-transformations.co.uk

